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Abstract.
Background: The effectiveness of glucose-lowering drugs (GLDs) is unknown among patients with dementia.
Objective: To analyze all-cause mortality among users of six GLDs in dementia and dementia-free subjects, respectively.
Methods: This was a longitudinal open-cohort registry-based study using data from the Swedish Dementia Registry, Total
Population Register, and four supplemental registers providing data on dementia status, drug usage, confounders, and mor-
tality. The cohort comprised 132,402 subjects with diabetes at baseline, of which 11,401 (8.6%) had dementia and 121,001
(91.4%) were dementia-free. Subsequently, comparable dementia – dementia-free pairs were sampled. Then, as-treated and
intention-to-treat exposures to metformin, insulin, sulfonylurea, dipeptidyl-peptidase-4 inhibitors, glucagon-like peptide-1
analogues (GLP-1a), and sodium-glucose cotransporter-2 inhibitors (SGLT-2i) were analyzed in the parallel dementia and
dementia-free cohorts. Confounding was addressed using inverse-probability weighting and propensity-score matching, and
flexible parametric survival models were used to produce hazard ratios (HR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the
association between GLDs and all-cause mortality.
Results: In the as-treated models, increased mortality was observed among insulin users with dementia (HR 1.34 [95% CI
1.24–1.45]) as well as in dementia-free subjects (1.54 [1.10–1.55]). Conversely, sulfonylurea was associated with higher
mortality only in dementia subjects (1.19 [1.01–1.42]). GLP-1a (0.44 [0.25–0.78]) and SGLT-2i users with dementia (0.43
[0.23–0.80]) experienced lower mortality compared to non-users.
Conclusion: Insulin and sulfonylurea carried higher mortality risk among dementia patients, while GLP-1a and SGLT-2i
were associated with lower risk. GLD-associated mortality varied between dementia and comparable dementia-free subjects.
Further studies are needed to optimize GLD use in dementia patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Diabetes is a major comorbidity in patients
with dementia, where approximately 13–20% of all
dementia patients are co-diagnosed with diabetes
[1, 2].

The relationship between dementia and diabetes
is bilateral—diabetes substantially increases the
risk of developing dementia [3] and diabetes self-
management depends on patients’ cognitive health
[4]. Currently, no dementia-modifying medication is
available, therefore the quality of diabetes care be-
comes crucial. Due to different propensities for hypo-
glycemia among glucose-lowering drugs (GLDs)
[5], the concern for additional cognitive decline in
patients with dementia is valid [6]. Moreover, cog-
nitive functioning is a major predictor of adequate
self-management of diabetes [5, 7], which puts fur-
ther stress on good pre-dementia and post-dementia
diabetes treatment. Frequent cognitive screening,
avoidance of hypoglycemia, and treatment deinten-
sification are commonly mentioned in the diabetes
guidelines for older patients [4]; however, these mea-
sures have not been studied in patients with dementia.
Specifically, extensive research was done among
the general diabetes population [8–10]; yet, it is
unclear how individual GLD groups impact survival
in patients with dementia. The presence of progres-
sive neurodegenerative disorder is a major variable
in diabetes care, and the optimization of GLD use
in these patients is of clinical interest. To determine
the dementia-specific associations between individ-
ual GLD and long-term all-cause mortality, we have
assessed the use of six major glucose-lowering med-
ications, separately among patients with dementia
and comparable dementia-free subjects living in
Sweden.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This prospective open-cohort study was based
on data from five Swedish national registers and
one database, with the unique mandatory Swedish
personal identification number used to merge
information. The National Board of Health and
Welfare and Statistics Sweden oversaw the data
de-identification and merge. We provide a short sum-
mary of the study population as well as detailed
description of the data below.

Briefly, the study population is based on a
larger data extraction comprising 1,752,659 subjects:

424,624 (24.2%) patients diagnosed with demen-
tia and up to four matched dementia-free controls
(1,328,035 [75.8%]). Then, we selected the sub-
population of subjects with diabetes with and
without dementia, where dementia diagnosis had
to be recorded in the Swedish Dementia Registry
(SveDem) (184,560 subjects, 13,508 subjects with
dementia from SveDem). After applying further
exclusion criteria, 132,402 subjects with diabetes
mellitus (11,401 [8.6%] with dementia) were the
basis for propensity-score (PS) matching on dementia
status to assure comparability. Afterwards, survival
analyses were performed in the parallel dementia and
dementia-free cohorts (Supplementary Figure 1).

Swedish dementia registry

SveDem is the largest quality-of-care registry for
dementia in the world and has been described pre-
viously [11, 12]. SveDem was established in 2007
with the purpose to register all dementia patients
in Sweden at the time of diagnosis and standard-
ize their care. Patient variables include clinical
characteristics (e.g., Mini-Mental State Examination
[MMSE]), sociodemography (e.g., living arrange-
ments), community support (e.g., daycare), and
chronic pharmacological treatment [11]. Demen-
tia diagnosis is determined primarily using ICD-10
and comprise Alzheimer’s disease, mixed-pathology
dementia, vascular dementia, unspecified, and other
dementia types. In addition, the McKeith criteria are
used for the diagnosis of dementia with Lewy bodies,
Lund-Manchester criteria for frontotemporal demen-
tia and criteria by the Movement Disorder Society for
the diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease dementia [11].
Dementia with Lewy bodies and Parkinson’s disease
dementia were merged into one group, Lewy body
dementia [13].

Dementia cases
To improve precision of dementia cases, only diag-

noses of dementia from SveDem were included,
while patients with dementia diagnoses included
in other registers (Supplementary List 1) and not
recorded by SveDem were excluded. Specifically,
only patients with diagnosed dementia and registra-
tion to SveDem between May 1, 2007 until October
16, 2018 who were also diagnosed with diabetes were
included (11,401 patients, Supplementary Figure 1,
sections on diabetes mellitus below).
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Swedish total population register (Population
Register)

Population Register contains information on main
life events of the Swedish population (e.g., birth,
marital status, death) and is available in computer-
ized form since 1968. Population Register is used
for official population statistics and is maintained by
Statistics Sweden [14].

Dementia-free controls and study sample
description

In the original data extraction, a pool of dementia-
free subjects was extracted from the Population
Register and matched with dementia subjects on
birth year (±3 years), sex, and the place of resi-
dence (county). After selection criteria were applied,
the final study sample comprised 132,402 sub-
jects with diabetes (11,401 with dementia, 121,001
dementia-free). From this cohort, eligible subjects
were sampled (subjects without history of using cer-
tain GLD) and then further matching on dementia
status was done to provide comparability among eli-
gible subjects with and without dementia. The whole
selection and matching process is described in Sup-
plementary Figure 1 and Supplementary List 1, and
the description of the whole cohort (132,402 sub-
jects) is summarized in Supplementary Table 1. As
a convention, the term “index date” will refer to the
date of dementia diagnosis in the dementia cohort and
assigned index date in the dementia-free cohort.

Swedish national patient register

The Patient Register provided records on inpatient
diagnoses since 1998 (specialized outpatient visits
since 2001 [15]) until December 31, 2017. The diag-
noses were coded according to the 10th version of
the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10)
[16].

Diabetes mellitus
Diabetes was identified by the ICD-10 codes

E10–E14 in the Patient Register or by antidiabetic
treatment (ATC code A10) included in the Drug
Register prior to and including the index date. Subse-
quently, diabetes was grouped into three types: type
1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes, and other/unspecified
diabetes (for details on extraction and coding, see
Supplementary Algorithm 1). Only patients with type
2 diabetes and other/unspecified types were included
in the cohort (see Supplementary Algorithm 1).

Baseline diabetes duration was based on the differ-
ence between the index date and the date of the ear-
liest record of diabetes, either in the Patient Register
where diagnosis of diabetes occurred, or the earliest
dispensation date of ATC code A10 from the Drug
Register, whichever came first. Diabetes duration was
not time-updated throughout the follow-up time due
to collinearity with the time scale – attained age.

Comorbidities
To adjust for the effect of additional chronic dis-

eases, we created a baseline comorbidity index as
described by Charlson et al. [17], using the algorithm
described by Quan et al. [18] as a weighted sum
of diagnosed chronic disorders up to and including
index date. In addition, the comorbidity index was
updated after the index date, as the GLD exposure
after dementia was time-updated (see section on Drug
Register). The codes referring to the renal diseases
were not included in the index but extracted and time
updated as a separate adjustment/matching variable
due to overall significant effect on GLD prescription.
Diabetes variables were omitted from the index to
avoid over-adjustment and the index was increased
by one point for dementia patients.

Longitudinal integrated database for health
insurance and labour market studies (LISA)

LISA is an administrative database covering the
adult Swedish population since 1990 and provides
high-quality information on sick leave, disability pen-
sions, education, income and other socioeconomic
characteristics [19].

Disposable income
To adjust for socioeconomic position, baseline

individual disposable income at the time of index date
inflated on the 2019 value of Consumer Price Index
was extracted from LISA and categorized into low,
middle, and high-income groups with 33rd and 66th
percentiles used as cut-offs.

Swedish prescribed drug register

The Drug Register was established in 2005 and
includes data on all dispensed drug prescriptions
at Swedish pharmacies as coded by the Anatomi-
cal Therapeutic and Chemical (ATC) classification
[20]. Medication dispensation data ( = prescription
fills) were extracted from the start of the register until
December 31, 2018.
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Diabetes mellitus
ATC codes A10 (drugs used in diabetes), A10A

(insulins), and A10B (blood glucose lowering drugs
excluding insulin) before and after the index date
extracted from the Drug Register were used in com-
bination with the Patient Register to identify overall
diabetes prevalence and duration and to classify dia-
betes types (see Supplementary Algorithm 1).

Glucose-lowering drug exposure
In addition to overall GLD use, seven specific

GLD classes were extracted from the Drug Regis-
ter according to following ATC codes: insulin
(A10A), metformin (A10BA02), sulfonylurea deri-
vates (SU) (A10BB), thiazolidinediones (TZDs)
(A10BG), dipeptidyl-peptidase-4 inhibitors (DPP-4i;
A10BH), glucagon-like peptide-1 analogues (GLP-
1a; A10BJ) and sodium-glucose co-transporter-2
inhibitors (SGLT-2i; A10BK). To determine base-
line exposure ( = at index date), we extracted the
information on GLD dispensation in individual years
prior to and including the index date ( = dementia
diagnosis date in the dementia cohort) (e.g., insulin
dispensation in the one-year period prior to and
including the index date). For time-updated exposure,
we also extracted the first date of GLD dispensation
in the yearly intervals after the index date (e.g., for
the interval index date +2 years, first dispensation
date in the interval between index date +365 days
& index date +730 days was extracted). As-treated
and intention-to-treat exposure models were used in
analyses.

In the as-treated user versus non-user approach,
baseline new users and non-users of individual medi-
cations were identified. New users were subjects who
had dispensation of the medication for the first time
in the one-year period prior to and including the index
date and had no history of the medication use prior
to the one-year period. The non-users were subjects
with no dispensation of the studied medication prior
to and including the index date. Afterwards, the drug
exposure was time-updated according to presence or
absence of first dispensation dates within yearly inter-
vals after the index date. Specifically, the patients
were considered exposed if a first dispensation date
(start date for the interval) was present in the individ-
ual yearly intervals, with exposure lasting until the
first dispensation date in the next yearly interval (with
exposure continuing in the following interval). To
take into account refilling of prescriptions and stock-
piling of medications, patients were also kept exposed

for 1 year after the last known dispensation date and
then transferred to unexposed group if no next dispen-
sation was observed. Also, patients were transferred
to the exposed group if they had dispensation after an
unexposed period. Conversely, if the patient had not
been exposed at baseline and had no dispensation date
after the index date, the patient was considered unex-
posed until the study end. We have used this approach
previously in the setting of cholinesterase inhibitors
[21], and provide a summary in the Supplementary
Figure 2.

Secondly, intention-to-treat approach was used for
user versus non-user analyses as well as user ver-
sus user comparisons. In the user versus non-user
analyses, baseline new users and non-users of indi-
vidual medications were identified identically to the
as-treated model; however, the medication use was
not time-updated.

Moreover, to compare non-metformin drug-drug
effectiveness, we extracted subjects who were new
users of one medication at index date without hav-
ing dispensation of another medication prior to index
date. For example, to compare insulin versus sulfony-
lurea, we identified insulin new users who were not
exposed to sulfonylurea prior to index date and sul-
fonylurea new users who were not exposed to insulin
prior to index date. Due to sample size limitations,
only insulin versus sulfonylurea, DPP-4i versus sul-
fonylurea, and DPP-4i versus insulin comparisons
were meaningful.

Due to too few new-users, TZD use was not ana-
lyzed but adjusted for in the models.

The exposure groups are summarized in the
Table 2.

Supplementary medication
Baseline dispensations of antihypertensive (ATC

codes C02, C07, C08, C09), diuretic (C03), hypo-
lipidemic (statins, C10AA), antithrombotic (B01),
antipsychotic (N05A), antidepressant drugs (N06A),
and cholinesterase inhibitors (N06DA) were
extracted up to three years prior to and including the
index date as recorded by the Drug Register. The
data on dispensation was also updated after the index
date, based on presence/absence of dispensation
within the one-year period preceding the start date
of each exposure interval as described in the section
on antidiabetic drug exposure. To avoid interference
with the baseline assignment, time-updated exposure
in the first year after index date had the same value
as baseline exposure.
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Swedish cause of death register (Death Register)

The records in the Death Registry begin from the
year 1952 and are the basis for official statistics on
causes of death in Sweden [22]. The purpose of the
registry is to describe the development of national
all-cause and specific-cause mortality.

Mortality
We extracted the information from the Death Reg-

istry since its initiation until December 31, 2018, the
end of the study follow-up. Overall mortality was
considered if a valid record (patient death dated after
index date) was present. The total amount of deaths
in each analytic cohort is summarized in Table 2.

Statistical analysis

Eligible subjects were first matched on demen-
tia status (Supplementary List 1), then the dementia
and dementia-free cohorts were separately ana-
lyzed using new-user as-treated and intention-to-treat
approaches. The aim of the as-treated model was
to assign the time exposed to medication as pre-
cisely as possible, while the intention-to-treat models
were used for comparative drug-to-drug analyses and
concordance. Marginal structural models and PS-
matching on exposure were employed to account for
differences between the exposure groups.

As-treated approach

Due to presence of baseline and time-dependent
confounding, marginal structural models using
inverse-probability weighting were employed in the
as-treated approach [23]. We followed the algorithm
described by Fewell et al. [24], and created stabi-
lized inverse-probability of treatment and censoring
weights that represented each patient’s observed
antidiabetic treatment history and uncensored history.
Compared to Fewell and colleagues, we analyzed
the data with weighted flexible parametric sur-
vival model [25], using subject-specific time-varying
weights. In dementia-free subjects the variables
used to derive the weights comprised baseline-only
(age at index date, sex, income category, diabetes
type and duration) and time-updated characteristics
(Charlson comorbidity index, renal failure, anti-
hypertensive, diuretic, antithrombotic, antipsychotic
and antidepressant drugs, other antidiabetic medica-
tions dispensed prior to and including the index date).
In patients with dementia, baseline-only variables

further included dementia diagnosis, MMSE value
and cohabitation and time-updated variables also
included cholinesterase inhibitors. These variables
were chosen based on prognostic value and subject-
matter knowledge. The main characteristics of the
stabilized weights are summarized in the Supplemen-
tary Table 4.

Intention-to-treat approach
To address baseline confounding in the intention-

to-treat cohorts, we used 1:1 and 1:4 nearest neighbor
PS-matching on baseline exposure of individual
GLDs and drug-drug cohorts, in the parallel dementia
and dementia-free cohorts. The matching variables
were identical to the variables used to derive sta-
bilized weights in the as-treated approach, however
only values measured at baseline were used. Number
of matching variables was restricted in some analyses
due to sample size (Supplementary Table 6).

Table 2 comprises the user/non-user and user/
user cohorts used to analyze the effect of GLD on
mortality.

Descriptive statistics

Differences in baseline characteristics between
the dementia – dementia-free as well as the users
and non-users within the respective dementia and
dementia-free cohorts were assessed using chi-
square, independent samples t-test and ANOVA, and
their non-parametric equivalents. Standardized mean
differences (SMDs) were used to assess balance in
the propensity-score matched cohorts.

Survival analyses
We analyzed all-cause mortality in user versus non-

user and user versu user comparisons in the separate
dementia and dementia-free cohorts. Hazard ratios
(HR) for GLD usage were determined using flexi-
ble parametric survival models with four degrees of
freedom for the restricted cubic splines. GLD expo-
sure was time-varying in the as-treated approach and
time-constant in the intention-to-treat analyses. All-
cause mortality until the study end was the event of
interest and attained age was used as time scale in all
analyses. Kaplan-Meier survival and hazard curves
were generated for the intention-to-treat PS-matched
analyses. Variable-time interactions were introduced
to the model to test the proportionality of hazards
assumption. Statistical significance was determined
using p-values and 95% confidence intervals (CI).
Subjects with missing information in matching or
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weighting variables were excluded prior to analysis
(see Supplementary Figure 1).

Data were analyzed using Stata v16 (Stata Statis-
tical Software: Release 16. StataCorp LLC, College
Station, TX) and R version 4.0.0 [26] with packages
“MatchIt” and “rstpm2”.

The whole analytical process is visualized in Sup-
plementary Figure 3 with sulfonylurea as example.
Concurrent use of GLDs in the respective analytical
models is summarized in Supplementary Table 7.

Ethical considerations

Specific ethical approval was acquired before the
project was carried out. After anonymization by the
government agencies, the researchers were provided
only with de-identified merged data and no link could
be made to an individual. Study complies with the
Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
regional ethical committee in Stockholm, Sweden
(number of the ethical approval: 2017/501-31).

RESULTS

Within the parallel dementia and dementia-free
cohorts, some baseline differences were signifi-
cant among GLD users/non-users in the as-treated
approach (Table 1). PS-matching on exposure
produced well-balanced intention-to-treat cohorts
(Supplementary Tables 2 and 3).

Mortality associated with glucose-lowering
drugs

The hazard ratios for the association between GLD
use and mortality are summarized in Table 3.

In the as-treated model, metformin users had lower
mortality in dementia-free (0.75 [0.61–0.91]), but not
in dementia patients (0.92 [0.74–1.13]). Conversely,
insulin was associated with higher mortality in both
dementia (1.34 [1.23–1.45]) and dementia-free (1.54
[1.39–1.71]), respectively. Sulfonylureas were asso-
ciated with 19% (1.19 [1.01–1.42]) higher mortality
in dementia patients. DPP-4i use was survival-neutral
in dementia patients (1.04 [0.90–1.20]) and pro-
tective in dementia-free (0.71 [0.60–0.83]). On the
other hand, GLP-1a were associated with lower mor-
tality in the dementia cohort (0.44 [0.25–0.78]),
while the hazard ratio was similar in dementia-
free but did not reach statistical significance (0.68
[0.41–1.10]). Lastly, SGLT-2i use was associated
with 57% lower mortality in new users with dementia

(0.43 [0.23–0.80]). No statistically significant asso-
ciation was found for SGLT-2i in the dementia-free
subjects (Table 3).

In the intention-to-treat user versus non-user mod-
els, only SGLT-2i showed a reduced mortality in
dementia patients (0.29 [0.09–0.91]) while among
dementia-free metformin was associated with lower
(0.66 [0.52–0.84]) and insulin with higher mortality
(1.22 [1.02–1.45]). Metformin was associated with
lower mortality in the dementia cohort, however, not
reaching the statistically significant threshold (0.85
[0.71–1.00], p = 0.051)).

In the intention-to-treat drug-to-drug comparisons,
no medication showed significantly mortality in
dementia patients, while insulin was associated with
higher mortality compared to sulfonylurea (1.44
[1.01–2.06]), and DPP-4i users had lower mortality
compared to insulin users (0.64 [0.43–0.97]). Supple-
mentary Figure 4 summarizes differences in survival
and hazard.

DISCUSSION

In this large cohort of patients with diabetes, insulin
use was associated with higher mortality, in both
dementia and dementia-free subjects. Sulfonylurea
users with dementia experienced higher mortality
and GLP-1a and SGLT-2i use was protective among
patients with dementia. Lastly, we observed a reduced
mortality associated with metformin and DPP-4i use
in dementia-free, while a similar reduction was not
observed in patients with dementia.

Compared to non-users, the exposure to metformin
was associated with 25% lower mortality in the as-
treated dementia-free group, while the direction of
the association was similar, the mortality was not
significantly lower in the metformin-treated demen-
tia subjects. The findings from dementia-free concur
with the mortality reductions observed in the meta-
analysis by Campbell and colleagues’ [27]; however,
the relative lack of effect in dementia patients
should be explained. One of the possible expla-
nations may be in the differences in co-treatment
with other GLDs in dementia and dementia-free, as
dementia patients using metformin were frequently
co-treated with insulin (70%) compared to dementia-
free (52%) in the as-treated models. This argument is
strengthened by the intention-to-treat analysis, where
metformin’s protective effect was stronger, albeit bor-
derline insignificant, and the discrepancy between
co-treatment with insulin was less pronounced (19%
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Table 1
Baseline differences in as-treated exposure groups of individual glucose-lowering drugs by dementia status

Dementia cohort – baseline exposure as-treated cohorts

Metformin Yes Metformin No p Insulin Yes Insulin No p SU Yes SU No p
(n = 573) (3,389) (504) (6,985) (190) (7,496)

Age, y 78.1 (7.6) 81.5 (7.0) < 0.001 80.0 (7.0) 80.2 (7.6) 0.43 79.3 (7.1) 79.4 (7.2) 0.82
Female 280 (48.9) 1,583 (46.7) 0.34 247 (49.0) 3,260 (46.7) 0.31 88 (46.3) 3,604 (48.1) 0.63
MMSE 21 (7) 21 (7) 0.21 21 (7) 21 (6) 0.30 21 (6) 21 (6) 0.70
Living alone 210 (36.6) 1,503 (44.3) < 0.001 212 (42.1) 2,992 (42.8) < 0.001 77 (40.5) 3,124 (41.7) 0.82
Institutionalized 45 (7.9) 380 (11.2) 67 (13.3) 576 (8.2) 20 (10.5) 691 (9.2)
Diabetes duration, y 1.0 (4.2) 6.3 (6.8) < 0.001 6.4 (7.3) 6.1 (6.0) 0.23 3.3 (6.6) 6.5 (6.8) < 0.001
Charlson comorbidity index 2 (2) 2 (2) < 0.001 2 (3) 2 (2) < 0.001 2 (2) 2 (2) 0.008
Renal disease 8 (1.4) 312 (9.2) < 0.001 54 (10.7) 288 (4.1) < 0.001 11 (5.8) 470 (6.3) 0.79
Antihypertensives 419 (73.1) 2,585 (76.3) 0.10 411 (81.5) 5,392 (77.2) 0.024 144 (75.8) 5,893 (78.6) 0.35
Diuretics 249 (43.5) 1,756 (51.8) < 0.001 284 (56.3) 3,098 (44.4) < 0.001 90 (47.4) 3,673 (49.0) 0.66
Statins 349 (60.9) 1,979 (58.4) 0.26 337 (66.9) 4,483 (64.2) 0.22 123 (64.7) 5,018 (66.9) 0.52
Antithrombotic drugs 372 (64.9) 2,534 (74.8) < 0.001 374 (74.2) 5,015 (71.8) 0.25 133 (70.0) 5,530 (73.8) 0.24
Antipsychotics 28 (4.9) 254 (7.5) 0.025 35 (6.9) 448 (6.4) 0.64 8 (4.2) 533 (7.1) 0.12
Antidepressants 187 (32.6) 1,215 (35.9) 0.14 166 (32.9) 2,510 (35.9) 0.18 57 (30.0) 2,796 (37.3) 0.04
Cholinesterase inhibitors 65 (11.3) 324 (9.6) 0.19 39 (7.7) 792 (11.3) 0.013 22 (11.6) 789 (10.5) 0.64
Other GLDs 172 (30.0) 1,750 (51.6) < 0.001 434 (86.1) 5,340 (76.4) 0.02 138 (72.6) 5,851 (78.1) 0.08
Income category

Low 174 (30.4) 1,017 (30.0) 0.44 160 (31.7) 2,055 (29.4) 0.22 65 (34.2) 2,197 (29.3) 0.07
High 216 (37.7) 1,202 (35.5) 167 (33.1) 2,580 (36.9) 54 (28.4) 2,731 (36.4)

DPP-4i Yes DPP-4i No p GLP-1a Yes GLP-1a No p SGLT-2i Yes SGLT-2i No p
(230) (10,526) (40) (11,203) (51) (11,282)

Age, y 79.7 (7.0) 79.8 (7.1) 0.79 75.7 (7.0) 79.9 (7.1) < 0.001 75.7 (6.3) 79.8 (7.1) < 0.001
Female 103 (44.8) 5,088 (48.3) 0.29 20 (50.0) 5,499 (48.6) 0.88 27 (52.9) 5,496 (48.7) 0.55
MMSE 21 (6.3) 21 (6) 0.51 22 (8) 21 (6) 0.38 23 (6) 21 (6) < 0.001
Living alone 96 (41.7) 4,365 (41.5) 0.40 18 (45.0) 4,659 (41.6) 0.64 19 (37.3) 4,686 (41.5) 0.71
Institutionalized 27 (11.7) 974 (9.3) 5 (12.5) 1,042 (9.3) 4 (7.8) 1,048 (9.3)
Diabetes duration, y 9.0 (7.1) 7.3 (6.4) < 0.001 12.1 (3.6) 7.4 (6.4) < 0.001 10.8 (6.9) 7.5 (6.5) < 0.001
Charlson comorbidity index 2 (2.25) 2 (2) 0.22 2 (2) 2 (2) 0.90 2 (2) 2 (2) 0.64
Renal disease 30 (13.0) 674 (6.4) < 0.001 5 (12.5) 746 (6.7) 0.14 1 (2.0) 766 (6.8) 0.26
Antihypertensives 196 (85.2) 8,340 (79.2) 0.027 34 (85.0) 8,925 (79.7) 0.40 42 (82.4) 8,998 (79.8) 0.65
Diuretics 125 (54.3) 5,094 (48.4) 0.07 26 (65.0) 5,417 (48.4) 0.035 20 (39.2) 5,483 (48.6) 0.18
Statins 179 (77.8) 7,023 (66.7) < 0.001 35 (87.5) 7,541 (67.3) 0.007 38 (74.5) 7,611 (67.5) 0.28
Antithrombotic drugs 177 (77.0) 7,804 (74.1) 0.033 28 (70.0) 8,323 (74.3) 0.54 40 (78.4) 8,384 (74.3) 0.50
Antipsychotics 16 (7.0) 713 (6.8) 0.91 5 (12.5) 757 (6.8) 0.15 4 (7.8) 768 (6.8) 0.77
Antidepressants 73 (31.7) 3,854 (36.6) 0.13 18 (45.0) 4,063 (36.3) 0.25 20 (39.2) 4,104 (36.4) 0.67
Cholinesterase inhibitors 27 (11.7) 1,097 (10.4) 0.52 5 (12.5) 1,171 (10.5) 0.60 5 (9.8) 1,179 (10.5) 0.88
Other GLDs 212 (92.2) 8,881 (84.4) < 0.001 39 (97.6) 9,556 (85.3) 0.024 50 (98.0) 9,635 (85.4) 0.011
Income category

Low 72 (31.3) 3,164 (30.1) 0.90 6 (15.0) 3,323 (29.7) 0.002 14 (27.5) 3,346 (29.7) 0.76
High 82 (35.7) 3,754 (35.7) 10 (25.0) 4,047 (36.1) 17 (33.3) 4,070 (36.1)

Dementia-free cohort – baseline exposure as-treated cohorts

Metformin Yes Metformin No p Insulin Yes Insulin No p SU Yes SU No p
(471) (3,491) (483) (7,006) (170) (7,516)

Age, y 76.3 (7.1) 81.7 (7.0) < 0.001 81 (6.7) 79.8 (7.2) < 0.001 77.3 (7.4) 79.4 (7.4) < 0.001
Female 243 (51.6) 1,636 (46.9) 0.05 246 (50.9) 3,199 (45.7) 0.025 81 (47.6) 3,617 (48.1) 0.90
Diabetes duration, y 6.4 (6.9) 1.0 (2.7) < 0.001 6.2 (7.0) 6.3 (6.0) 0.11 4.1 (5.6) 6.7 (6.6) < 0.001
Charlson comorbidity index 1 (2) 2 (3) < 0.001 2 (3) 2 (3) < 0.001 2 (3) 2 (2) 0.42
Renal disease 4 (0.8) 321 (9.2) < 0.001 50 (10.4) 293 (4.2) < 0.001 4 (2.4) 454 (6.0) 0.045
Antihypertensives 346 (73.5) 2,747 (78.7) 0.01 389 (80.5) 5,495 (78.4) 0.28 124 (72.9) 5,923 (78.8) 0.07
Diuretics 194 (41.2) 1,768 (50.6) < 0.001 275 (56.9) 2,873 (41.0) < 0.001 77 (45.3) 3,524 (46.9) 0.68
Statins 309 (65.6) 2,142 (61.4) 0.08 321 (66.5) 4,712 (67.3) 0.72 119 (70.0) 5,283 (70.3) 0.94
Antithrombotic drugs 287 (60.9) 2,600 (74.5) < 0.001 374 (77.4) 5,046 (72.0) 0.01 111 (65.3) 5,572 (74.1) 0.009
Antipsychotics 15 (3.2) 197 (5.6) 0.026 32 (6.6) 356 (5.1) 0.14 12 (7.1) 447 (5.9) 0.55
Antidepressants 125 (26.5) 1,216 (34.8) < 0.001 185 (38.3) 2,567 (36.6) 0.46 55 (32.4) 2,848 (37.9) 0.14
Other GLDs 110 (23.4) 1,713 (49.1) < 0.001 398 (82.4) 5,456 (77.9) < 0.001 133 (78.2) 5,925 (78.8) 0.85
Income category

Low 101 (21.4) 986 (28.2) < 0.001 154 (31.9) 1,965 (28.0) 0.08 47 (27.6) 2,106 (28.0) 0.15
High 225 (47.8) 1,324 (37.9) 161 (33.3) 2,668 (38.1) 76 (44.7) 2,861 (38.1)

(Continued)
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Table 1
(Continued)

DPP-4i Yes DPP-4i No p GLP-1a Yes GLP-1a No p SGLT-2i Yes SGLT-2i No p
(234) (10,522) (36) (11,207) (45) (11,282)

Age, y 78.5 (7.4) 79.8 (7.2) 0.005 72.7 (8.1) 79.8 (7.2) < 0.001 75.5 (7.2) 79.7 (7.3) < 0.001
Female 113 (48.3) 5,077 (48.3) 0.99 16 (44.4) 5,462 (48.7) 0.61 23 (51.1) 5,405 (47.9) 0.67
Diabetes duration, y 8.7 (5.1) 7.5 (6.4) < 0.001 10.3 (6.7) 7.8 (6.4) 0.003 10.9 (5.7) 7.8 (6.3) < 0.001
Charlson comorbidity index 2 (3) 2 (2) 0.70 1 (2) 2 (2) 0.005 1 (2) 2 (3) < 0.001
Renal disease 24 (10.3) 708 (6.7) 0.034 1 (2.8) 741 (6.6) 0.73 0 (0.0) 734 (6.5) 0.12
Antihypertensives 207 (88.5) 8,507 (80.8) 0.003 35 (97.2) 9,082 (81.0) 0.009 38 (84.4) 9,144 (81.0) 0.56
Diuretics 112 (47.9) 4,923 (46.8) 0.74 12 (33.3) 5,237 (46.7) 0.11 16 (35.6) 5,283 (46.8) 0.13
Statins 178 (76.1) 7,309 (69.5) 0.03 30 (83.3) 7,802 (69.6) 0.07 38 (84.4) 7,917 (70.1) 0.036
Antithrombotic drugs 187 (79.9) 7,849 (74.6) 0.064 21 (58.3) 8,376 (74.7) 0.024 28 (62.2) 8,428 (74.7) 0.06
Antipsychotics 5 (2.1) 593 (5.6) 0.021 1 (2.8) 648 (5.8) 0.44 1 (2.2) 635 (5.6) 0.52
Antidepressants 86 (36.8) 3,869 (36.8) 1.00 10 (27.8) 4,073 (36.3) 0.29 17 (37.8) 4,192 (37.1) 0.92
Other GLDs 222 (94.9) 8,876 (84.4) < 0.001 36 (100.0) 9,562 (85.3) 0.013 45 (100.0) 9,712 (86.0) 0.007
Income category

Low 59 (25.2) 3,029 (28.8) 0.35 8 (22.2) 3,129 (27.9) 0.08 7 (15.6) 3,220 (28.5) 0.16
High 97 (41.5) 3,921 (37.3) 20 (55.6) 4,204 (37.5) 20 (44.4) 4,239 (37.6)

Baseline characteristics were compared per baseline exposure assignment (new users without prior history of medication dispensation).
DPP-4i, dipeptidyl-peptidase-4 inhibitors; GLP-1a, glucagon-like peptide-1 agonists; SGLT-2i, sodium-glucose cotransporter-2 inhibitors;
MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination. p-values refer to the exposure “Yes” versus exposure “No” comparisons. Number of exposed does
not include subjects who became exposed after baseline. Due to space constraints, the distributions of dementia diagnoses are summarized
in Supplementary Table 3. Age is described as mean (SD). Charlson comorbidity index, Diabetes duration, and MMSE are described as
median (IQR); all other variables are described as n (%).

dementia versus 17% dementia-free). While we did
not assess whether insulin mediated some mortal-
ity risk among metformin users, the notion seems
plausible, especially as insulin use was associated
with higher mortality risk in both cohorts. On the
other hand, some animal studies suggest that in APOE
�4 carriers with manifest dementia, metformin may
even contribute to further neurodegeneration [28,
29], which could counteract the pro-survival prop-
erties observed in the dementia-free cohort. Further
research is necessary to confirm such hypothesis, as
we did not have access to genetic data.

Overall, despite the neutral effect on survival in
our cohort, metformin’s position as first line diabetes
therapy seems valid in patients with dementia.

Insulin was frequently used throughout the
follow-up and prescribed relatively early (median
6 years diabetes duration at baseline), a reflec-
tion of Sweden’s approach to type 2 diabetes care
[30–32]. Interestingly, though the cohorts were not
directly compared, the mortality among patients
with dementia was lower than in dementia-free, and
insulin-associated mortality was similar to both sul-
fonylurea and DPP-4i, despite its propensity for
hypoglycemia [33]. Conversely, insulin treatment
negatively affected survival in all analyses among
the dementia-free. While some observational stud-
ies have reported higher insulin-associated mortality
[34, 35], the data from randomized trials did not

confirm such association [8]. Gamble has suggested
that the discordant results likely stem from the inter-
mediating effect of biochemical and clinical variables
confounding the association in observational stud-
ies [36]. Despite applying marginal structural models
for time-dependent confounding, we lacked infor-
mation on glycemia or weight, thus the bias may
extend to our study. Cognitive functioning is an
important factor for insulin administration; how-
ever, the insulin-associated mortality was comparable
in dementia and dementia-free, even neutral in the
intention-to-treat analysis among dementia patients.
Importantly, patients with diabetes and dementia
in Sweden receive nursing assistance with insulin
applications, thus providing additional check-up and
minimizing the effect of cognitive decline on proper
self-management. Second, insulin-connected weight
increase may have stabilizing effects in patients with
dementia, where weight loss is a common symp-
tom [37]. Lacking data on HbA1c, we could not
determine whether insulin treatment would control
hyperglycemia while avoiding major hypoglycemic
events, conversely the absence of substantial mor-
tality increase between dementia and dementia-free
supports the use of insulin even in patients with man-
ifest cognitive problems.

Conversely, sulfonylurea derivates were associated
with modest mortality increase, however, only in
patients with dementia. Sulfonylureas are an effective
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Table 2
Number of events (death), exposure groups and person-time assigned in the as-treated and intention-to-treat models

As-treated analyses Intention-to-treat analyses

Baseline Total Baseline Total N events, Person-time PS- N events, Person-time
exposed exposed unexposed unexposed total at risk, Matched exposed / at risk,

(baseline or (baseline or total y exposed / unexposed total y
follow-up) follow-up) unexposed

Patients with dementia

Metformin (3,962
eligible)

573 (14.4%) 960 (24.2%) 3,389 (85.6%) 3,002 (75.8%) 2,348 (59.2%) 12,707.8 478/478 237/276 3,399.0

Insulin (7,489) 504 (6.7%) 1,876 (25.1%) 6,985 (93.3%) 5,613 (74.9%) 3,775 (50.4%) 24,370.4 496/496 275/256 3,211.4
SU (7,686) 190 (2.5%) 449 (5.8%) 6,985 (97.5%) 7,237 (94.2%) 3,829 (49.8%) 24,621.0 190/190 106/88 1,446.9
DPP-4i (10,756) 230 (2.1%) 1,003 (9.3%) 10,526 (97.9%) 9,753 (90.7%) 5,714 (53.1%) 34,946.6 230/230 80/126 1,256.9
GLP-1a (11,243) 40 (0.4%) 165 (1.5%) 11,203 (99.6%) 11,078 (98.5%) 5,869 (52.2%) 36,083.3 39/155 5/66 507.6
SGLT-2i (11,333) 51 (0.5%) 194 (1.7%) 11,282 (99.5%) 11,139 (98.3%) 5,896 (52.0%) 36,331.3 51/201 3/84 733.1

Dementia-free patients

Metformin (3,962
eligible)

471 (11.9%) 824 (20.8%) 3,491 (88.1%) 3,138 (79.2%) 1,997 (50.4%) 11,984.5 326/326 125/153 2,406.6

Insulin (7,489) 483 (6.4%) 1,577 (21.1%) 7,006 (93.6%) 5,912 (78.9%) 2,927 (39.1%) 23,693.9 481/481 270/223 2,790.6
SU (7,686) 170 (2.2%) 442 (5.8%) 7,516 (97.8%) 7,244 (94.2%) 3,066 (39.9%) 23,585.6 169/169 71/58 1,197.9
DPP-4i (10,756) 234 (2.2%) 1,100 (10.2%) 10,522 (97.8%) 9,656 (90.8%) 4,752 (44.2%) 33,197.5 233/233 66/83 1,413.2
GLP-1a (11,243) 36 (0.3%) 271 (2.4%) 11,207 (99.7%) 10,972 (97.6%) 4,735 (42.1%) 34,804.0 35/137 4/38 594.2
SGLT-2i (11,333) 45 (0.4%) 342 (3.0%) 11,282 (99.6%) 10,991 (97.0%) 4,853 (42.8% 34,528.6 45/180 4/56 632.1

Comparative analyses Comparative analyses
(intention-to-treat) – (intention-to-treat) –

Patients with dementia Dementia-free patients

All PS- N events, Person-time All PS- N events, Person-time
baseline Matched users / at risk, baseline Matched users / at risk,
users / users / users total users / users / users total
users users years users users years

Insulin versus SU (407 dementia –
dementia-free pairs)

247/160 135/135 79/75 930.7 234/173 139/139 67/61 879.2

DPP-4i versus SU (291) 120/171 81/81 30/47 495.4 128/163 81/81 18/32 541.4
DPP-4i versus Insulin (551) 126/424 123/123 39/72 708.3 166/384 152/152 34/67 907.2

SU, sulfonylurea derivates; DPP-4i, dipeptidyl-peptidase-4 inhibitors; GLP-1a, glucagon-like peptide-1 agonists; SGLT-2i, sodium-glucose
cotransporter-2 inhibitors. Number of events divided by exposure status in the as-treated groups are not provided as patients were allowed
to enter and leave exposure groups; Events – all-cause deaths; Events, exposure and person-time at risk for intention-to-treat cohorts are
summarized in Supplementary Table 2. All eligible subjects (eligible to be, e.g., new users, i.e., without history of medication use prior to
index date) were first PS-matched on dementia status (e.g., metformin – 3,962 dementia – dementia-free pairs), and then either analyzed in
as-treated models, or further propensity-score matched on baseline exposure in the parallel dementia and dementia-free cohorts and analyzed
using intention-to-treat models. Comparative analyses were done in patients who were new users of one drug without having dispensation
of the comparator drug prior to index date (and vice-versa). In PS-matching, priority was given to prognostic variables – see Supplementary
Table 6 for the list of matching variables in all analyses. All standardized mean differences for the matching variables were ≤0.1.

and inexpensive second-line therapy [5]; yet, hypo-
glycemia poses a non-negligible risk [4, 9]. Despite
some inconsistencies, sulfonylureas did not increase
all-cause mortality in the general type 2 diabetes pop-
ulation [8, 38] and the risk of bias among studies very
much depend on the comparator and the outcome
[39]. On the other hand, hypoglycemia may be par-
ticularly damaging to patients with dementia, where
the associated cognitive damage results in inability to
self-manage diabetes [6, 7]. In conclusion, due to the
increased mortality risk, continuous glucose moni-
toring may be a good option as dementia progresses
if sulfonylureas are required.

Contrary to dementia-free, patients with demen-
tia treated with DPP-4i did not experience lower
mortality compared to non-users, and the injectable
GLP-1a were only protective in patients with demen-
tia. Importantly, compared to GLP-1a, the use of
DPP-4i has increased significantly during the study
follow-up, which probably reflects the neutral weight
effects in DPP-4i (versus weight loss in GLP-1a)
and the oral application method [5]. Interestingly,
Palmer and colleagues concluded no effect on mor-
tality in either GLP-1a or DPP-4i [8], while Longato
and colleagues reported better survival and cardio-
vascular profile in GLP-1a compared to DPP-4i [40]
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Table 3
All-cause mortality risk associated with incident glucose-lowering drug usage by dementia status and

type of analysis

Crude & weighted Adjusted & weighted PS-matched intention-
as-treated analyses as-treated analyses to-treat analyses

Dementia patients, hazard ratio (95% CI)

GLD user versus GLD user versus GLD user versus
GLD non-user GLD Non-User GLD Non-User

N
ew

us
er

s

Metformin 0.80 (0.63–1.01) 0.92 (0.74–1.13) 0.84 (0.71–1.00)
Insulin 1.32 (1.22–1.42)† 1.34 (1.23–1.45)† 0.97 (0.82–1.15)
SU 1.11 (0.93–1.33) 1.19 (1.01–1.42)∗ 1.14 (0.86–1.51)
DPP-4i 1.05 (0.92–1.20) 1.04 (0.90–1.20) 0.88 (0.67–1.17)
GLP-1a 0.48 (0.27–0.86)∗ 0.44 (0.25–0.78)∗ 0.48 (0.19–1.20)
SGLT-2i 0.36 (0.19–0.71)∗ 0.43 (0.23–0.80)∗ 0.29 (0.09–0.91)∗
Insulin versus SU 1.17 (0.85–1.60)
DPP-4i versus SU 1.13 (0.71–1.79)
DPP-4i versus Insulin 0.84 (0.57–1.24)

Dementia-free subjects, hazard ratio (95% CI)

Metformin 0.59 (0.49–0.71)† 0.75 (0.61–0.91)∗ 0.77 (0.61–0.98)∗
Insulin 1.54 (1.39–1.70)† 1.54 (1.39–1.71)† 1.35 (1.13–1.61)∗
SU 0.88 (0.67–1.15) 1.00 (0.77–1.32) 1.07 (0.76–1.52)
DPP-4i 0.64 (0.54–0.75)† 0.71 (0.60–0.83)† 0.91 (0.66–1.27)
GLP-1a 0.59 (0.36–0.97)∗ 0.68 (0.41–1.10) 0.65 (0.23–1.83)
SGLT-2i 0.46 (0.20–1.05) 0.52 (0.22–1.23) 0.57 (0.20–1.56)
Insulin versus SU 1.45 (1.02–2.06)∗
DPP-4i versus SU 0.76 (0.42–1.37)
DPP-4i versus Insulin 0.64 (0.43–0.97)∗

n.s., not significant; DPP-4i, dipeptidyl-peptidase-4 inhibitors; GLD, glucose-lowering drugs; GLP-1a, glucagon-
like peptide-1 analogues; SGLT-2i, sodium-glucose cotransporter-2 inhibitors; SU, sulfonylureas. As-treated
models were weighted using inverse-probability stabilized treatment and censoring weights. Crude model was
weighted but not adjusted. Adjusted model in the dementia-free group included baseline sex, comorbidity index,
renal failure, diabetes type & duration, cardiovascular, antithrombotic, psychotropic and dementia medication,
income and other GLD. Analysis in dementia patients were further adjusted for cohabitation, dementia type, and
MMSE. Intention-to-treat analyses were PS-matched on baseline covariates, the list of variables for each matching
is summarized in Supplementary Table 6. Flexible parametric survival models were used to determine the hazard
ratios of antidiabetic drug usage and mortality. Drug-drug comparisons (e.g., Insulin versus SU) were done among
new users of, e.g., insulin who were never exposed to sulfonylurea prior to index date compared to new users of
sulfonylurea who were never exposed to insulin prior to index date. Number of users within each intention-to-treat
group and variables included in the matching are summarized in Table 2 and Supplementary Table 6. There were
insufficient number of eligible subjects for other comparisons. ∗p-value < 0.05; †p-value < 0.001.

and Nyström et al. found DPP-4i superior to insulin
for survival [30]. While the comparison to insulin
favored DPP-4i, the association was non-significant
in our cohort. The lack of protection associated
with DPP-4i therapy is curious; however, due to
insulin’s role as second-line therapy in Sweden [31]
and more frequent use of insulin in Swedish patients
with dementia [32], the neutral effect may reflect
the late addition of DPP-4i (longer baseline diabetes
duration among DPP-4i users) or well-controlled
insulin therapy in patients with dementia. On the
other hand, the GLP-1a were seldom prescribed
and the cohort was probably selected to individuals
where their weight-decreasing effect was desirable
and injectable regimen was not a barrier. On the
other hand, the effect size of GLP-1a in patients with

dementia should encourage exploring wider use in
these patients. Injections should not be a larger hin-
drance than insulin, especially when regimens with
weekly applications are available [5] and the cardio-
vascular profile is favorable [41].

The exposure to SGLT-2i was associated with
substantial decrease in mortality in patients with
dementia; however, their prescription was infre-
quent. SGLT-2i have a very specific pharmacological
profile with cardiovascular, renoprotective, and anti-
hypertensive effects [5, 42]. Recently, Longato and
colleagues have also concluded SGLT-2i superior
to GLP-1a in reducing major cardiovascular events,
with trends toward lower mortality [43]. Interest-
ingly, Suissa has examined the immortal-time bias
often introduced in observational studies of SGLT-2i,
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which potentially overestimated the protective effect
of SGLT-2i [44]. True, the mortality reduction was
larger compared to EMPA-REG OUTCOME trial
[45]; however, the SGLT-2i users in our population
had the longest baseline diabetes duration, which,
logically should skew the results in an opposite direc-
tion (towards the null). While the significant effect
was only found in new users with dementia, the over-
all protective trend was clear in all analyses. It is likely
that the overall frailty of the cohort and less exten-
sive research in the elderly could have mediated the
SGLT-2i under-prescription, however this should not
limit the SGLT-2i use in the future. Stratification on
individual SGLT-2i agents in larger cohorts is needed
to form a comprehensive picture.

Strengths and limitations

The study’s main strength lies in the large cohort of
dementia and dementia-free subjects, long follow-up
(up to 12 years after index date) and high coverage
across the main data sources [14, 15, 19, 20, 22].
SveDem’s incident-case coverage was estimated at
36% in 2015 [11], which is likely underestimated due
to Sweden’s decreasing dementia incidence [46]. In
addition, the new user design and time-updated expo-
sure of all main GLD groups in combination with the
accurate time-updated data on the major confounders
greatly increases the study validity. Specifically,
as patients’ life experience evolves with time, the
time-varying nature of drug exposure more closely
reflects the clinical practice than the intention-to-treat
approach. Indeed, we have evaluated both as-treated
and intention-to-treat exposure approaches, showing
the same direction, albeit not consistently significant
results. Moreover, we have addressed the baseline
and time-dependent confounding (using PS matching
and inverse-probability weighting) to ensure a degree
of comparability between dementia and dementia-
free, and within the exposed and unexposed groups.
Importantly, PS matching to sample dementia –
dementia-free pairs has been supplemented by exact
matching on the index year, to minimize the effect
of evolving diabetes guidelines, and the inverse-
probability weighting reflects the unique experience
the subjects had in the cohort based on baseline and
time-updated characteristics.

On the other hand, due to the absence of clini-
cal reasoning behind the prescriptions (confounding
by indication) and the study’s observational design
we cannot conclude causal relationships. Importantly,

dementia and dementia-free were analyzed in parallel
and not directly compared, as we had more prog-
nostic variables in the dementia cohort, which could
not have been adjusted for in dementia-free. How-
ever, some degree of comparability can be claimed,
as the subjects were strictly matched on dementia
status. The duration of diabetes could have been
underestimated (no primary care data); however,
due to identical data extraction in all subjects, we
have no reason to believe this error was differen-
tial in dementia versus dementia-free or users and
non-users. Importantly, the Drug Register data were
available only from 2005, therefore some metformin,
insulin, and sulfonylurea dispensations may have
been missed. Conversely, the earliest dementia/index
date was recorded in 2007, therefore we had min-
imum 2 years of prior dispensation data for all
subjects. Unfortunately, none of the registers con-
tained data on glycemia or other metabolic measures,
and residual confounding was still present.

Overall, we believe the differences between the
survival of patients with and without dementia bring
important leads for pharmacological management of
diabetes in a frail and understudied population.
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